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States Energy Charge (INR/kWh)
(Variable Electricity Charge)

Production Units of EIF (In
Numbers)

2013-14 2014-15 2016-17 2017-18 2013-14 2014-15 2016-17

Table I State-wise Power Tariff vis-à-vis No. of units

West Bengal 4.35 4.29 6.6 7.15 79 78 70

Odisha 3.95 4.0 4.2 4.25 110 93 73

Chhattisgarh 3.8 3.8 5.3 5.6 66 66 75

Maharashtra 7.01 7.01 7.21 7.07 64 64 55

Gujarat 4.3 4.3 4.3 4.3 56 56 55

Punjab 6.31 6.33 6.33 6.33 125 125 115

Tamil Nadu 6.35 6.35 6.35 6.35 115 110 100

Uttar Pradesh 6.0 6.35 6.35 6.35 94 100 54
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In spite of the notification by the Ministry of Steel to eliminate  the categorisation of 

Primary, Secondary and other producers, none of the Government Procurement 

agencies like RDSO, CPWD, NHAI, Ministry of Railways etc., are agreeing to use 

materials produced through Electric Induction Furnace route and are still 

continuing with the old classification. This might be the challenges for increasing 

production from this route

Higher production will require expansion of projects which will require more 

investment and bank funding. However, bank finance is limited as they consider 

steel industry as negative. There are large number of NPAs among bigger steel 

plants; although the number is less for the units under this segment. The banks are 

still reluctant to extend finance to the unit’s operating through electrical route. The 

small and medium steel units should be brought under priority lending to upscale 

their production capacity.
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Banking/Financial 
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Conclusion:

Amidst the lucrative national figures and rising importance of India in global steel market, the volatile market of 
the small and medium size enterprises remains a fact. The small and medium enterprises units; comprising of 
over 1100 Electric Induction Furnace units and over 1300 Steel Re-rolling Mill units; serves an important link to 
overall steel production chain in the country. Ministry of Steel, in the recent past has duly acknowledged the 
importance of the sector by initiating some key policies and development activities in favour of the sector. The 
historic step towards removal of anomalies related to production of steel through different route; has shown a 
new beginning in the country’s overall development. Efforts such as the one executed in association with UNDP 
has brought in a successful transformation among the steel fraternity. Also, the increase in frequency of 
dialogues and discussion between Ministry and the steel producers/association shows the intensity with which 
even Government is putting effort for the development of this sector. AIIFA stands committed for supporting all 
such positive initiatives by the Government and strongly feels that the target of producing 300 MT steel by 2030 
is possible with efforts of all. 

In spite of the positive trends; the steel sector specially the small and medium enterprises are facing some acute 
difficulties for survival; led due to issues cited above. With the ambitious target of higher production of steel on 
role, the demand for steel also needs to increase. The current level of infrastructural development across 
sectors is not sufficient enough to increase steel demand. Increase in per capita consumption of steel can be 
brought by more innovative and holistic approach. Use of steel needs to be embedded with the developmental 
strategy of the country. Increase in use of steel structure in multi storey buildings, multi-level parking’s, 
beautification of parks and footways; cross-over bridges; heavy infrastructure like roads , bridges and canals 
etc. will lead to a prospective demand-supply balance in total steel production of the country. 

Issues cited above are causing hindrances for the Indian private steel sector to grow. These barriers are leading 
to decline in the interest of the investors to increase capacity of existing plants or go in for green-field units. The 
last few years has already seen a decline in the total production trends from the small and medium enterprises. It 
is prudent to mention here that more and more units are coming up in African and Middle-East countries; which 
have conducive environment for the growth of steel. In order to stop the brain drain and decline of growth in 
country’s steel private production; it is important that immediate steps are taken to motivate the indigenous 
companies to increase their level of investment in the country. Removal of the barriers for accelerated 
development of the small and medium enterprise units is the call of the day.

The small and medium enterprise units carry with it a unique legacy of being flexible and user friendly. While the 
big steel plants run in long batches, the small sector is flexible enough for easy change over besides being 
capable of making any section and size. The flexible nature of these businesses coupled with their presence 
across the nations, provides them a unique upper hand to become cost competitive for users. AIIFA strongly 
feels that the sector along is capable of catering to the country’s need and demand for long steel products. The 
country can prosper in a large way when the big steel plants concentrate on flat steel production leaving the long 
steel products to their small counterparts. This will increase the productivity of the country at a high-speed level.

When India stands high targeting to achieve the ambitious target of 300 MT steel by 2030; the importance of the 
small and medium enterprise units is deemed to grow. 
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